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Abstract

The EC135 Flying Helicopter Simulator (FHS) of DLR is equipped with noseboom mounted sensors to enable mea-
surements relatively unperturbed by rotor downwash effects. Remaining downwash disturbances on the static and
dynamic pressure and the airflow angles are compensated for with correction coefficients, derived with a variant of
the Simultaneous Calibration of Aircraft Data System (SCADS) technique. The correction coefficients depend on the
sensor reference values as well as on the accuracy of wind estimations which are necessary in the absence of measured
wind. The quality of the correction coefficients derived using this estimated wind is evaluated by comparing the differ-
ence in wind estimation from three different objective functions and two different optimization routines. Additionally,
position error correction (PEC) tower flyby maneuvers with accurate wind measurements close to the helicopter flight
path are used to verify the results obtained via the SCADS windbox technique.

1 Introduction

The German Aerospace Center (DLR) operates a mod-
ified EC135 as the Flying Helicopter Simulator (FHS),
figure 1.

Figure 1: The Flying Helicopter Simulator

The basic air data system (ADS) of the FHS uses a pitot
tube to measure dynamic and static pressure. Due to
the pitot tube being mounted below the helicopter, the
accuracy of the measurement decreases with decreas-
ing airspeed as the rotor downwash influences the ADS
pressure signals. Therefore, a noseboom equipped with a
pitot tube and two airflow angle vanes is mounted on the
FHS. These sensors need to be calibrated in-flight. An
in-flight calibration, a so called dynamic calibration, of
the statically calibrated sensors is necessary to compen-
sate remaining downwash disturbances. At the National
Research Council (NRC), Canada, the Simultaneous
Calibration of Aircraft Data System (SCADS) technique
has been developed [1–3]. It allows to simultaneously
calibrate the pitot sensor and the airflow angles. This
technique uses special windbox maneuvers that combine
accelerations, decelerations and beta-sweeps in a box
pattern.

The SCADS method has been successfully applied for
calibrating the noseboom air data systems of the NRC
research airplane and helicopters [1–3] and of the DLR
research airplane ATTAS [4]. As the FHS noseboom,
including the pitot tube and angle of attack and sideslip
angle sensors, is identical to the one of the NRC heli-
copter, the SCADS calibration method is used for the
FHS noseboom as well. The calculation of correction
coefficients for the FHS noseboom sensors via optimiza-
tion of the noseboom pressure based airspeed, using the
SCADS method as well as using a classical flight path
reconstruction, is discussed in [5] and [6].

This paper starts with a description of the noseboom
sensors to be calibrated. A short description of the
differential GPS (DGPS) and the wind measurement
sensors is provided. Both are used to generate the refer-
ence signals. INS/GPS, ADS, and radar altitude sensor
measurements are used to validate these reference val-
ues. The flight test used to estimate the wind, the
SCADS windboxes, are presented, as well as tower fly-
bys with measured wind. The physical equations applied
to obtain the noseboom correction coefficients are sum-
marized. Different optimization methods and objective
functions for the derivation of the estimated wind and
correction coefficients are discussed. The correction coef-
ficients, obtained with estimated wind are validated with
airspeeds derived via GPS and wind measurements.

2 Helicopter Sensors

For the dynamic calibration of the noseboom pitot tube
and angle vanes, the following high precision measure-
ments are used to derive the necessary reference data:

- DGPS measurements

- wind measurements for tower flyby maneuvers
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The DGPS airspeed measurements are compared to the
INS/GPS data which have been shown by application
of flight path reconstruction to yield accurate results [6].
The airspeed and height above ground for the calibration
flight test are verified by comparing them to data from
the following measurements, respectively:

- INS/GPS measurements for ground speed

- ADS measurements for airspeeds between 40 and
110 kt

- radar altitude measurements

The instrumentation used in the calibration is described
in more detail in the following subsections. In subsec-
tion 2.1 the noseboom sensors for the measurements to
be calibrated are described. The DGPS and wind mea-
surement sensors used as reference values are presented
in subsections 2.2 and 2.3. The INS/GPS, ADS, and
radar sensors used to validate the reference DGPS val-
ues are described in subsections 2.4, 2.5, and 2.6.

2.1 Noseboom System

The FHS noseboom, depicted in figure 2, is equipped
with a pitot static system measuring dynamic and static
pressure and two airflow angle vanes.

Figure 2: FHS noseboom with airflow and pitot sensors

The pitot tube is mounted at the front end of the nose-
boom. According to its sensor specification [7], the in-
stalled head orifices allow for pressure measurement er-
rors to be essentially zero up to angles of attack or
sideslip of ± 40◦ at velocities from 25 kt to 200 kt. The
vane used for angle of attack measurements is mounted
horizontally to the left side. The other vane, which mea-
sures sideslip, is fixed vertically to the boom. It has to
be noted that the sideslip vane does not directly mea-
sure the sideslip angle. Instead, the flank angle is mea-
sured. This is due to the fact that the vanes measure
the angle between the longitudinal and vertical respec-
tively lateral airspeed component. Mathematical equa-
tions relating flank angle, angle of attack and sideslip
angle are given in section 4. Airspeed-dependent calibra-
tion curves both for airspeed and airflow angles, obtained
from wind tunnel tests, are included in [7]. The manual
proposes a linear calibration curve for the correction of
the airspeed error. In [5] it is shown that the pressure er-
ror increases quadratically with increasing airspeed. The
dynamic pressure error is thus linearly dependent on the
dynamic pressure which corresponds to the observations
described in [3, 4].

2.2 DGPS System

The DGPS system used at DLR on the FHS is the sys-
tem Sharpe XR6 of the company Symmetricom Ltd [8].
During all flight tests recorded, care is taken that real-
time kinematic (RTK) GPS is always operational. RTK
is a differential technique which uses pseudo-range as well
as carrier phase measurements to compute the position
of the mobile receiver relative to the base station. This
highest accuracy mode relies on having differentially cor-
rected carrier phase measurements available to achieve
position accuracies down to the low centimeter range for
the GPS North and East components as well as for the
GPS altitude component [8].

2.3 Wind Measurement

For the flyby maneuvers, a wind measurement system
of the company Thies Clima is used, that consists of
an anemometer and weather vanes. The system mea-
sures the wind speed and direction at 10 m height with
a sampling interval of one second [9]. The weather vanes
allow for a speed accuracy of 0.6 kt. The wind direction
measurement allow for an accuracy of 2.5◦. The wind
measured during the flight tests did not exceed 10 kt.
As the runway and the airport field are flat surfaces and
the flybys are performed at heights between 5 and 20 m,
it can be assumed that the wind measured at a height of
10 m is a good representation of the wind acting on the
helicopter.

2.4 Honeywell INS/GPS System

The accuracy of the INS/GPS ground speed data of the
Honeywell system was validated via flight path recon-
struction [6]. The INS/GPS signal is compared to data
from the DGPS system. The standard deviation of the
error between INS/GPS and DGPS speed does not ex-
ceed 0.4 kt in all three speed components. The mean
value of the error is smaller than 0.04 kt in all com-
ponents. In [4] the measured data are post-processed
with a Kalman filter to obtain INS based GPS measure-
ments for a flight path reconstruction (FPR). For the
FHS, this Kalman filtering is already done inside the
INS/GPS system. A calculation using INS/GPS data
is performed to derive pressure and airflow correction
coefficients. The correction coefficients and estimated
wind components derived with INS/GPS are compared
to results obtained with DGPS values. The difference in
estimated wind data did not exceed 0.3 kt. The differ-
ence in the pressure and the two airflow multiplication
coefficients is not larger than 10−5. The difference in
the pressure bias correction coefficient is not larger than
10−5 Pa. The difference in the two airflow bias correc-
tion coefficients is not large than 10−5 rad. It is thus
concluded that the influence of the difference between
the two GPS systems can be neglected. The DGPS alti-
tude is used as the reference altitude, see subsection 2.6.
The DGPS ground speed components are taken as the
reference ground speed components to use as few sensors
for the reference data as possible.
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2.5 Air Data System

The FHS helicopter is equipped with an air data system
ADS 3000 from Sextant Avionique which is part of the
standard EC-135 equipment [13]. The system measures
the static and dynamic pressure as well as the static air
temperature. From these measurements, the indicated,
calibrated and true airspeed are derived as well as the
total air temperature. This is done by applying speed
dependent correction coefficients to the measured pres-
sures and deriving the airspeed from the corrected pres-
sures. It will be shown in section 5 that the indicated val-
ues agree well with INS/GPS measurements subtracted
by the respective wind components for airspeeds higher
than 40 kt.

2.6 Radar Measurement

For an evaluation of the quality of the DGPS height, the
signals are compared to the radar height. For this pur-
pose the height is to be given as height above sea-level
in the earth-fixed coordinate system. The tower flybys
were performed on the relatively flat surface of the run-
way. The height above sea level is therefore assumed to
be constant with zGND = 89.9 m, the height of the run-
way of the Braunschweig airport.
The tower flyby flights at low speed were performed
within a distance of 10 m to the ground over the run-
way. These tests are primarily flown to find the lowest
airspeed at which the noseboom pressure port still yields
usable measurements. They are shortly described in sec-
tion 3 of this paper and in more detail in [5]. They can
be used as well to test the accuracy of the DGPS height,
as the radar measurements are very accurate within this
range, a distance to the ground smaller than 10 m, to
a flat surface like the runway. The mean difference be-
tween DGPS and radar height is 0.63 m for the tower
flybys with low distance to the runway, and a maximum
difference in altitude of 3 m.
According to its manual, the DGPS height is accurate in
the low centimeter range if RTK-GPS is active. This ac-
curacy could not be proven by comparison to the radar
sensor, from the results an accuracy within 1 m is as-
sumed. Still, as the exact height of the ground level is
unknown, the difference between radar and DGPS sen-
sor might be due to changes in the height of the ground
rather than DGPS measurement errors. The DGPS
height is therefore used as the reference altitude for the
noseboom calibration.

3 Flight Maneuvers

Two different flight test maneuvers are used for the FHS
noseboom calibration:

- SCADS windbox, reference airspeed derived with
GPS and estimated wind

- tower flyby, reference airspeed derived with GPS
and measured wind

The maneuvers are shortly summarized here. They are
described in more detail in [5].

3.1 SCADS windbox

The SCADS windbox, first presented in [3], consists of a
series of different maneuvers flown in a box pattern. For
the FHS noseboom calibration the same extended wind-
boxes as depicted in figure 3 are flown.
The maneuver definition for the six sides is as follows:

1. low constant airspeed Vlo, accelerate by 20 kt at
corner to Vhi

2. high constant airspeed Vhi = Vlo + 20 kt, deceler-
ate 5 kt at corner to Vm1

3. beta sweeps at constant intermediate airspeed
Vm1 = Vlo + 15 kt , decelerate at corner to Vm2

4. beta sweeps at constant intermediate airspeed
Vm2 = Vlo + 10 kt, decelerate at corner to Vm3

5. maximum climb power (MCP) climb at intermedi-
ate airspeed Vm3 = Vlo + 5 kt

6. autorotation descent at intermediate airspeed
Vm3 = Vlo + 5 kt

The windbox pattern has been repeated with the start-
ing airspeed Vlo varying from 20 to 90 kt with a step
width of 10 kt. The SCADS windbox maneuvers are
hence flown at eight different airspeed variations. Four
of these maneuvers are flown twice to obtain redundant
data, resulting in a total of twelve different SCADS
windboxes used for correction coefficient calculation.
This approach leads to a wide range of different air-
speeds in steady flight. The climb maneuvers are used
for constant negative angles of attack, the descent ma-
neuvers are used for constant positive angles of attack.
The duration of the windbox legs is 60 s; the windbox
legs’ length varies accordingly from 600 to 3000 m. The
height above ground varies between 400 and 1000 m. At
the time of the flight tests no exact airspeed indicator for
airspeeds below 30 kt was available. Hence, the airspeed
of the first windbox was closer to 30 than 20 kt.

Figure 3: SCADS windbox maneuver

3.2 Tower Flyby Maneuver

To be able to obtain the position error of the static
pressure measurement also by classical methods, flybys
over the runway are performed. The flight test is de-
scribed in [2]: At a reference point with known GPS
coordinates a ’baseline position’ and a pressure at sea
level (QNH) are recorded. Then several tower flyby nap-
of-the-earth flights are performed to get measurements
for a calibrated point of the air data system. The flybys
are performed at an altitude of 10 m above ground and
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velocities between 20 and 100 kt. To minimize wind
influence, all flybys are flown up and down the runway.
Angle of sideslip variations via beta-sweeps is integrated
during some of the flybys. In order to check if the angle
of attack correction coefficients are valid, some accel-
eration and deceleration maneuvers near the tower are
included, with airspeed variation between 20 and 110 kt
in one recorded flight test. The SCADS windbox tests
are used to calibrate the sensors for the speed range
between 30 and 110 kt.

To be able to determine the minimum airspeed at which
the noseboom sensors still yield valid airspeed mea-
surements, some more low-speed flybys are performed.
During these tests, a GPS-equipped car sets the ref-
erence speed by driving along the runway at constant
speed while the helicopter follows at a constant distance.
These pace car flybys are performed from 5 km/h (2.7 kt)
to 50 km/h (27 kt). As this flight test was performed
under very calm weather conditions, not only the heli-
copter ground speed but also the resulting airspeed is
nearly constant.

4 Noseboom Calibration

Equations

For the calibration, the true static and dynamic pressure
and the true airflow angles have to be derived from GPS
and wind data. For the tower flybys, measured wind
is available. With measured wind, the correction coef-
ficients can be calculated analytically. For the SCADS
windboxes no measured wind is available, and the wind
has to be estimated. Physical relations presented in
this section are used to estimate the wind and to cal-
culate the correction coefficients in order to minimize
the difference between the true values and the corrected
noseboom measurements.

The measured angle of attack αi and the measured flank
angle βFi are corrected with their respective bias correc-
tion coefficients CA0 and CB0, and their multiplication
correction coefficients CA1 and CB1, to the corrected
noseboom angles αNB and βF,NB :

αNB = CA0 + CA1αi,(1)

βF,NB = CB0 + CB1βFi.(2)

The difference between the reference dynamic pressure
Pd and the dynamic pressure measured at the noseboom
Pdi is calculated as the noseboom position error correc-
tion, PEC:

PEC = Pd − Pdi(3)

Generally, the static pressure measured by the pitot
static system differs from the free stream pressure. This
difference is primarily dependent on sensor location and
vehicle airspeed. The pressure measurement error is
called position error correction (PEC). It corrects er-
rors introduced by local airflow at the position of the
sensor. The PEC is used as reference value to which the
corrected noseboom PECNB is fitted in a least squares
sense, see subsection 4.1. The PECNB is calculated with

the bias and multiplication correction coefficients CP0

and CP1:
PECNB = CP0 + CP1Pdi.(4)

The corrected dynamic noseboom pressure Pd,NB is then
calculated as:

Pd,NB = CP0 + (1 + CP1)Pdi.(5)

If the airspeed is calculated using measured wind, the
calculation of the correction coefficients can be broken
down as follows:

1. airspeed as difference between GPS ground speed
and wind speed

2. calculation of static pressure based on measured
GPS altitude and QNH pressure

3. air density based on calculated static pressure and
measured temperature

4. calculation of dynamic pressure from GPS based
air density and true airspeed

5. calculation of pressure correction coefficients CP0

and CP1

6. transformation of airspeed components from
geodetic to body-fixed system

7. transformation of airspeed components from the
reference position to the noseboom position

8. calculation of angles of attack and sideslip from
GPS and wind based airspeed components

9. calculation of airflow angle correction coefficients
CA0, CA1, CB0, and CB1

The correction coefficients depend on the wind. If no
measured wind is available (SCADS windboxes), an op-
timization routine has to rerun these steps iteratively
to calculate the wind components which minimize an
objective function. The wind is changed in order to
minimize the difference between reference and corrected
noseboom measurements. The differences between refer-
ence and corrected noseboom values are weighted with
weighting factors and added to different weighted sums.
Differences considered in different objective functions
take into account airflow angles, dynamic pressure, air-
speed components and altitude. The different steps are
explained below with the formulas used to derive the
physical values taken from [1–4,12].

The inputs to the physical model used to create the
reference values for the measured noseboom pressures
and airflow angles are:

- 3 GPS ground speed components (VGN , VGE , VGD)
and GPS altitude (hG)

- 3 Euler angles (Φ, Θ, Ψ), 3 angular rates (p, q, r)

- air temperature T

- current QNH pressure PQNH at sea level as pro-
vided by the airport tower

- 3 wind speed components (VWN , VWE , VWD), ei-
ther measured (tower flybys) or estimated (SCADS
windboxes)

The noseboom inputs to be corrected are its indicated
static pressure Psi, its indicated dynamic pressure Psi,
its indicated angle of attack αi and its flank angle βFi.
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4.1 Pressure Sensor Correction Coefficients

The airspeed is calculated as the difference of the
INS/GPS speed and the wind speed. From the ground
speed components VGN , VGE , and VGD in the north-east-
down earth coordinate system, the wind speed compo-
nents VWN , VWE , and VWD are subtracted to obtain the
helicopter airspeed components in the earth coordinate
system:

VN = VGN − VWN ,(6)

VE = VGE − VWE ,(7)

VD = VGD − VWD.(8)

The wind components are estimated to optimize the min-
imization criteria. For the tower flybys the estimated
wind is compared with wind measured near the tower.
From the airspeed components the true airspeed VTAS is
calculated as:

VTAS =
√
V 2
N + V 2

E + V 2
D.(9)

The static pressure can be derived from the GPS alti-
tude of the helicopter, the current pressure at sea level,
the so called QNH pressure PQNH and the corresponding
temperature TQNH :

Ps = PQNH(1 +
dT

dH

h

TQNH
)

n
n−1 .(10)

The pressure at sea level PQNH is provided by the tower,
dT/dh = -0.0065 K/m is the temperature coefficient of
the standard atmosphere and n = 1.235 the polytropic
exponent.

The temperature TQNH at sea level corresponding to
this pressure can be calculated via the physical depen-
dency of density and pressure of ideal gases [12]:

TQNH = T0

(
PQNH

P0

)n−1
n

.(11)

Here, the pressure P0 = 101325 Pa is the standard pres-
sure at sea level at an altitude of h0 = 0 m. The following
ideal gas equations are applied to derive equation (11),
with the measured temperature T and the density val-
ues ρ, ρQNH and ρ0 corresponding to the static pressure
Ps at flight level, the actual static pressure at sea level
PQNH and the standard static pressure at sea level P0:

ρ =
Ps

RT
,(12)

PQNH

P0
=

(
ρQNH

ρ0

) 1
n

.(13)

where R = 287.0529 J/kgK is the gas constant.

The dynamic pressure is calculated via the density ρ
and the true airspeed VTAS :

Pd = 0.5ρV 2
TAS .(14)

Using this reference PEC, based on Pd, see equa-
tion (3), the bias CP0 and the multiplication correc-
tion coefficient CP1 can be calculated. The PEC

is approximated in a least squares sense by PECNB .
The difference between all measurements of PEC and
PECNB recorded during one flight test maneuver is
rP = [rP (t0), rP (t1), ..., rP (tn]

T with:

rP (t0) = PEC(t0)− (CP0 + CP1Pdi(t0))
rP (t1) = PEC(t1)− (CP0 + CP1Pdi(t1))

...
rP (tn) = PEC(tn)− (CP0 + CP1Pdi(tn))

(15)

with the flight recording starting time t0 and its end time
tn. The data is recorded at n+ 1 discrete time instants
ti, with the index i varying from 0 at the start of the
recording to its end n at the time tn. An underlined
value x denotes in this work a vector containing n + 1
measurements from x(t0) to x(tn).

For the calculation of the coefficients CP0 and CP1 the
pseudo-inverse of the matrix AP = [1, P di] is used:

AP [CP0, CP1]
T = PEC

⇒ [CP0, CP1]
T = (AT

PAP )
−1AT

PPEC
(16)

The vector 1 is an n + 1-size column vector with ev-
ery element equal to 1. Applying the correction coeffi-
cients from (16) to the equation system (15) results in
the smallest possible value for rTP rP . Unlike in [1,2] the
coefficients are therefore not derived via an optimiza-
tion routine but calculated analytically based on the es-
timated wind, while in [1,2] both the wind components
and the correction coefficients are estimated by an op-
timization routine. The approach chosen in this paper
has the advantage of less optimization parameters if the
wind is to be estimated.

4.2 Airflow Sensor Correction Coefficients

For the calculation of the reference airflows, the DGPS
and wind based airspeed components VN , VE , and VD

from (6), (7), and (8) are transformed into the body-
fixed coordinate system via a concatenation of rotations
by the Euler angles Ψ, Θ, and Φ. The airspeed compo-
nents resulting from this transformation are the airspeed
components u, v, and w in the body-fixed system.

These airspeed components are transformed to the nose-
boom. The airspeed components u, v, and w are given
at a so-called general control point, GCP. It is defined
as origin of the body-fixed system instead of the center
of gravity, as the center of gravity varies with loading
conditions. The linear transformation to the noseboom
location is given in [3]. It is a sum of the airspeed vector
acting at the GCP and a vector product of the three an-
gular rates p, q, and r and the distance between the GCP
and the noseboom center in the x-, y-, and z-direction
of the body-fixed coordinate system:

uGPS@NB = u− ryGCP,NB + qzGCP,NB ,(17)

vGPS@NB = v + rxGCP,NB − pzGCP,NB ,(18)

wGPS@NB = w − qxGCP,NB + pyGCP,NB .(19)

The two airflow vanes shown in figure 2 measure the in-
dicated angle of attack αi and the flank angle βFi at the
noseboom. It has to be noted that the sideslip vane does
not measure the sideslip angle, but instead the flank an-
gle. The true airflow angle α and flank angle βF at the
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noseboom are defined based on airspeed components at
the noseboom:

α = tan−1wGPS@NB

uGPS@NB
,(20)

βF = tan−1 vGPS@NB

uGPS@NB
.(21)

The sideslip angle β has to be calculated from the flank
angle and the angle of attack. It is defined as the an-
gle between the airspeed component vGPS@NB and the
magnitude of the airspeed VGPS@NB , with the airspeed
magnitude defined as

V =
√

u2 + v2 + w2,(22)

the reference sideslip angle at the noseboom equals:

β = sin−1 vGPS@NB

VGPS@NB
.(23)

It can also be calculated from α and βF via

β = tan−1(tan(βF )cos(α)).(24)

Linear correction coefficients are introduced to model the
influence of the downwash. The true angle of attack and
the true flank angle can be approximated by the cor-
rected noseboom airflow angles αNB and βF,NB :

αGPS@NB ≈ αNB = CA0 + CA1αi,(25)

βF,GPS@NB ≈ βF,NB = CB0 + CB1βFi.(26)

where αi and βFi are the noseboom indicated values of
angle of attack respectively flank angle. The correction
coefficients CB0, CA0, CB1 and CA1 are calculated an-
alytically, using the pseudo-inverse of Aα = [1, αi] and
the pseudo-inverse of Aβ = [1, β

Fi
], respectively. From

these corrected noseboom angles αNB and βF,NB , the
corrected noseboom sideslip angle βNB is calculated, as
described in equation (24).

4.3 Reference and Corrected Noseboom Data

The wind is estimated based on a best fit between ref-
erence data and corrected noseboom data. Above, the
calculation of a reference PEC and reference airflow an-
gles α and β and the corresponding corrected noseboom
values PECNB , αNB , and βNB is described.

Reference airspeed components uGPS@NB , vGPS@NB ,
and wGPS@NB are calculated in subsection 4.2. The
airspeed components based on the corrected noseboom
airflow angles and dynamic pressure are:

VNB,TAS =
√
2(Pdi + PECNB)/ρNB ,(27)

with the noseboom measurement dependent density ρNB

calculated as:

ρNB =
Ps,NB

RT
.(28)

The corrected noseboom airspeed components are calcu-
lated as:

uNB = VNB,TAScosαNBcosβNB ,(29)

vNB = VNB,TASsinβNB ,(30)

wNB = VNB,TASsinαNBcosβNB .(31)

A reference altitude h is directly provided by the DGPS
altitude. The altitude hNB is calculated based on the
corrected static noseboom pressure Ps,NB . The true
static pressure Ps is given as the measured static pressure
Psi subtracted by the PEC [1–4], the corrected static
noseboom pressure Ps,NB is therefore calculated by sub-
tracting PECNB :

Ps = Psi − PEC,(32)

Ps,NB = Psi − PECNB .(33)

The corresponding altitude hNB is calculated by insert-
ing the corrected static noseboom pressure Ps,NB into
equation (10).

5 Objective Function for

Wind Estimation

The wind can be optimized to minimize the objective
function Jh,V presented in [1], a weighted sum of ground
speed component errors and altitude error. In [1–3] it is
mentioned that the coefficients of

1. the position error correction equation, CP0, and
CP1

2. the airflow angle model, CA0, CA1, CB0, and CB1,

3. the wind model, VWN , VWE , and VWD

are varied by the Direct Search Complex algorithm [1–3].
As it is possible though to calculate the correction coef-
ficients analytically depending on the wind components,
only the three wind components VWN , VWE , and VWD

are varied to get a best fit between the reference values
and the corrected noseboom measurements if the wind
for one windbox is estimated. From the approach taken
in [1–3] the number of optimization parameters is thus
reduced from nine to three.

In [5] it is discussed that the concatenations of four wind-
boxes flown with different starting airspeeds Vlo leads to
a considerable reduction in the standard deviation of
the calculated pressure correction coefficients. The first
and the third windbox concatenation set include wind-
boxes with starting velocities Vlo of 20 kt, 40 kt, 60 kt
and 80 kt. The second set concatenates windboxes with
starting velocities Vlo of 30 kt, 50 kt, 70 kt and 90 kt.
The 12 downward wind components VWD, calculated
for the 12 windboxes flown, are estimated to be close
to zero. Hence for the windbox concatenations of four
windboxes, only the horizontal wind components VWN

and VWE are estimated. During one windbox the wind
is considered to be constant in this approach as well.
As for each of the four windboxes of the three windbox
concatenation sets two wind components are calculated,
this leads to a total of eight parameters to be estimated:
VWN,WBox1, VWN,WBox2, VWN,WBox3, VWN,WBox4,
VWE,WBox1, VWE,WBox2, VWE,WBox3, VWE,WBox4. The
approach using three windbox concatenation sets à four
windboxes is called SCADS2, the approach using 12
windboxes is called SCADS1 approach. Further details
are given in [5], in which the two methods are compared
to the classic flight path reconstruction technique.
In [1,2] the objective function used is a weighted sum of
errors in ground speed components and altitude. In [3]
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the objective function used is a weighted sum of the
errors in ground speed components. Airspeed compo-
nents are compared in this work rather than ground
speed components in order to reduce the number of
calculation steps. In order to calculate the reference air-
flow angles which are necessary to calculate the airflow
correction coefficients CA0, CB0, CA1 and CB1, a trans-
formation from the earth-fixed coordinate system into
the body-fixed system is necessary. The reference air-
speed components and the corrected noseboom airspeed
components are compared to avoid the transformation
of the body-fixed airspeed components derived from cor-
rected noseboom data into the earth-fixed coordinate
system. As the difference between ground speed and
airspeed components is equal to the wind components,
the choice of difference in airspeed rather than ground
speed as the minimization objective should not influence
the result of the wind estimation.

While different objective functions are used in [1,2] com-
pared to [3], the influence of this difference of objective
functions, and hence the choice of the objective func-
tions, is not discussed. Here, the wind components are
optimized with respect to three different objective func-
tions. It is evaluated if the choice of objective function
influences the resulting estimated wind. Only objective
functions are considered here whose weighted sum con-
tain summands dependent on the corrected noseboom
pressures as well as on the airflow angles.

In [5], it was tested how well the reference airspeed com-
ponents could be matched with the corrected noseboom
dynamic pressure and airflow angles. It is demonstrated
that the thus obtained corrected noseboom airspeed is
a good match to the reference airspeed for airspeeds
between 16 and 110 kt.

The difference between reference and noseboom mea-
surement based airspeed components is calculated as:

Δu = [uGPS@NB − uNB ]
T [uGPS@NB − uNB ],

Δv = [vGPS@NB − vNB ]
T [vGPS@NB − vNB ],

Δw = [wGPS@NB − wNB ]
T [wGPS@NB − wNB ],

ΔV =
√
Δu +Δv +Δw.

If only the airspeed components are matched to the ref-
erence values, the following objective function is to be
optimized:

JV = xV ΔV = xV

√
Δu +Δv +Δw(34)

with xV = 1 s/m. This dimensionless objective function,
a sum of the airspeed components measured in m/s mul-
tiplied with xV , resembles the weighted sum of ground
speed components used in [3]. It has to be noted that
the mean difference in GPS height and noseboom height
derived via JV does not exceed 2 m for the SCADS wind-
box runs, which is relatively small. This is due to the
fact that the correction of the static pressure, and hence
for the altitude measurement, is optimized as well if the
following modeling assumption is true:

PEC = Pd − Pdi = Psi − Ps.

It is investigated though how much the height difference
can be further decreased by the application of Jh,V . The
height difference between reference height based on GPS
data and the height calculated from corrected noseboom
measurements is directly included in the optimization
function Jh,V . The second objective function chosen for
the current investigation, Jh,V , is a weighted sum of the
altitude error in 1/m (xh = 1/m) and the airspeed error
in m/s (xV = 1 s/m):

Jh,V = xhΔh + xV ΔV(35)

The difference Δh between reference and noseboom mea-
surement based height is calculated as:

Δh =
√
[h− hNB ]

T [h− hNB ].

The third function used is the weighted sum JP,α,β of the
differences between reference position error correction
PEC, angle of attack α, and flank angle βF and their
respective approximations PECNB , αNB and βF,NB :

JP,α,β = xPΔP + xαΔα + xβΔβ(36)

with

ΔP =
√
[PEC − PECNB ]

T [PEC − PECNB ],

Δα =
√
[α− αNB ]

T [α− αNB ],

Δβ =
√
[β

F
− β

F,NB
]T [β

F
− β

F,NB
].

with xP = 10−5 1/Pa and xα = xβ = 180◦/π 1/deg, with
the airflow data provided in radians. This objective func-
tion is chosen for comparison as it directly measures the
quality of the linear approximations of the position error
correction and the airflow angles.

6 Optimizer for Wind

Estimation

In [1] the weighted sum of the height and ground speed
differences is minimized by the Direct Search Complex
algorithm. The Direct Search Complex algorithm is a
global optimizer, whose boundary conditions have to be
given. It is investigated if an optimization with a local
optimization routine is sufficient or if a global optimizer
has to be applied.

For a convex problem, i.e. a problem with only one
optimum, a local optimizer is always sufficient. A local
optimizer can be applied as well if the starting point of
the problem can be chosen to enable the optimizer to
find the solution from this starting point. The flight tests
were performed under calm weather condition, hence it
was assumed that for the estimation of the three wind
components, VWN , VWE , and VWD, the results obtained
with a local optimization method would closely resemble
the ones derived with a global optimizer. This assump-
tion is verified. The following optimizers are chosen:

The applied local optimizer is the Nelder-Mead sim-
plex, described in [13] and implemented in the Matlab
function fminsearch.m. The global optimizer is the dif-
ferential evolutionary algorithm, with the Matlab imple-
mentation devec3.m described in detail in [14].
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The optimization iterations of the Nelder-Mead sim-
plex can be summarized as follows:

Simplex Set-up: A starting point x0,0 is chosen, in this
case the starting point x0,0 = [VWN,0, VWE,0, VWD,0]

′

is chosen to equal the wind measured at the tower at
the beginning of the flight. A simplex near the initial
starting point is set up. A simplex consists of N+1 ver-
tex points for an N-dimensional problem, i.e. for the
SCADS1 method a tetrahedron for a three-dimensional
problem with the vertex points of the first optimization
iteration x0,1, x1,1, x2,1, x3,1 ∈ �3.

Order: The values of the objective functions are calcu-
lated for each point of the simplex and ordered accord-
ing to their value; in this example this might result in
J(x0,1) > J(x1,1) > J(x2,1) > J(x3,1). The center point
xM,1 of all points except for the point with the largest
objective function is calculated; in this case the center
of the triangle xM,1, with the points x0,1, x1,1, and x2,1.

Reflection: The point with the largest objective func-
tion x3,1 is reflected on the center point xM,1, the result-
ing point x3,r is calculated as

x3,r = xM,1 + ρNMS(x0 − x3,1)

with the reflection factor set to ρNMS = 1. If the objec-
tive function J(x3,r) is smaller than the second largest
objective function of a point of the last generation but
larger than the objective function of the best point of the
last generation, a new simplex is setup and the reflection
is repeated. Here the simplex of the second generation
would consist of x0,1, x1,1, x2,1, x3,r.

Expansion: If the reflection results in a smaller ob-
jective function than the one of the originally best point,
the simplex of the next generation is calculated by ex-
panding the vertex point

x3,e = xM,1 + χNMS(x0 − x3,1)

with the expansion factor set to χNMS = 2. If J(x3,e)
is smaller than J(x3,r), the step is repeated. Else, a
simplex is setup with x3,r as one of the vertex points.

Contraction: If the objective function J(x3,r) is larger
than the largest objective function J(x3,1) of the pre-
vious generation, then a new simplex is obtained by
replacing the worst point of the previous generation
with the contracted point x3,c. The contracted point is
calculated as:

x3,c = xM,1 + ψNMS(x0 − x3,1)

with the contraction factor set to ψNMS = 0.5. If the
objective function value J(x3,c) is smaller than the sec-
ond largest objective function of the previous generation
J(x2,1), a new simplex is set up. If it is larger than
J(x2,1), all but the best point x0,1 are changed by re-
ducing their distance to the center points of the simplex.

Reduction: For all but the best point successor points
are calculated by reducing their distance to the center

point xM,n of the nth iteration. In the considered ex-
ample the vertex points of the simplex of the second
iteration are then calculated as:

xi,2 = xM,1 + σNMS(x0 − xi,2), i ∈ 1, 2, 3

with the reduction factor σNMS = 0.5.

Break condition: The break conditions are the number
of simplexes exceeding n = 600, or the absolute differ-
ence between the best simplex vertex points smaller
than 0.0001, or the absolute improvement in the objec-
tive function smaller than 0.0001.

The algorithm is deterministic, a given starting point
always results in the same solution, if the set-up of the
initial simplex from a starting point is a deterministic
one. If the distance between the vertex points of the
initial simplex is too small, the algorithm will converge
to a local minimum near the initial simplex. With the
distance between the initial simplex vertex points chosen
to be too large, the runtime of the algorithm is unnec-
essarily long. Here, as the wind components acting on
the helicopter are assumed to be relatively similar to the
ones measured at the airport tower, the default values
for the simplex set-up are used, which lead to a thorough
search of the near environment of the initial value x0,0.
The first vertex point is set to equal the initial value
x0,1 = x0,0 = [VWN,0,0, VWE,0,0, VWD,0,0]

′. The three
other vertex points xi,1, i ∈ 1, 2, 3 are calculated as

xi,1 = 0.05 m/s +xi−1,1, i ∈ 1, 2, 3.

If the assumption is true that the wind is relatively
similar to the initial wind assumption, the wind esti-
mated with this algorithm is a good approximation of
the actual wind. However, should the wind differ largely
from this assumption, the small difference in the initial
vertex points might lead the algorithm to converge to a
local minimum. It will be shown that for the SCADS1
approach these default values of the Nelder-Mead sim-
plex lead to the same solution as a global optimizer.
Neither the step size nor the initial size of the simplex
sides are chosen too small. A heuristic global optimizer
is used to validate that the solution found by the local
optimizer is the global optimum.

The heuristic optimizer applied is a differential evolu-
tionary algorithm, a vector population based stochastic
optimization method. The basic idea behind it is to have
several starting points X0 = [x1,0, x2,0, ...xi,0] rather
than just one x0,0. Each starting point x is considered
to be an individual of a population X of i individuals,
which develops over n iterations, often called genera-
tions. Its parameters xi,n = [x1,i,n, x2,i,n, ...xk,i,n] are
its ’genes’. Similar to a real population, the individuals
of one generation XN produce children, the generation
XN+1, following certain rules, i.e. they are changed and
recombined to form new solution points. The calcula-
tion steps of the evolutionary algorithm are therefore the
following:

Evolutionary algorithm population set-up: The
number of individuals as well as the boundaries of the
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initial population are chosen. The maximum iteration
number and other exit conditions have to be defined a-
priori. Here, with the number of genes k = 3 equal to the
number of wind components VW = [VWN , VWE , VWD],
the number of individuals is set to i = 30 and the max-
imum number of iterations to n = 100 for the SCADS1
approach. For the SCADS2 approach, with the number
of genes k = 8, the number of individuals is set to i = 30
and the maximum number of iterations to n = 200.
No other exit condition than the number of iteration
is given. Although a range for the first generation of
individuals has to be defined, the algorithm is able to
search for solutions outside these original boundaries
[14]. For the wind estimation for the SCADS wind box
flights, the boundaries for north and east wind compo-
nents VWN and VWE are both set to -10 m/s and 10 m/s
(19.4 kt). The vertical wind component VWD is set to
vary between -1 m/s and 1 m/s (1.94 kt) and is found
to be close to zero for all flight data recorded during the
SCADS windboxes.

Order: The value of the objective function of each
individual of a generation is calculated. The chances of
an individual of the nth generation XN to be used as
a parent of individuals of the next generation XN+1 is
larger, if its objective function is small i.e. closer to the
optimum.

Crossover and recombination: A certain number
of children is calculated by recombinations of the genes
of the parent generation. The recombination value is set
to γCR = 0.8. Thus most of the children are calculated
by recombination. Recombination allows a thorough
search between the points of the parent generation. The
best l individuals of the parent generation are used in
the next generation as well, a method called ’elitism’.
In this case, the best individual is saved, i.e. l = 1.
Saving the best individual guarantees that information
once found is not lost. By setting l to a small number as
l = 1, allows for the rest of the population to vary. By
keeping l small, the total number of individuals can be
relatively small as well.

Mutation: A certain number of children are calculated
by variation of the ’genes’, here the wind components, of
the parent generation. This variation is called mutation.
How many children are defined by this variation, called
’mutation’, is fixed in the mutation ratio, which is here
set to γM = 0.4. During the iteration, the mutation ratio
is reduced by a shrinking factor. At the beginning of the
optimization the probability of mutation is high to allow
the algorithm to search for solutions outside the initial
boundaries. The probability of mutation is reduced dur-
ing the iteration to enable the algorithm to search the
neighborhood of points with small cost function more
thoroughly.

Break condition: The break condition is exceeding
the maximum number of iterations, set to n = 100 for
the SCADS1 and to n = 200 for the SCADS2 approach.

The wind components optimized with this global op-
timization routine are in a second optimization step

used as initial values of the Nelder-Mead simplex opti-
mizer. This is called hybrid optimization. It is difficult
to evaluate whether the wind calculated with the dif-
ferential evolutionary algorithm is actually the global
optimum, or if the solution close to the best point of
the last iteration is better. The Nelder-Mead simplex
optimizer is due to its systematic reduction of the sim-
plex size more suitable to search the neighborhood of an
initial point thoroughly than the evolutionary algorithm.

The wind components VWN , VWE , and VWD for the
12 SCADS1 windboxes are thus estimated with a global
optimizer, a concatenation of evolutionary algorithm
and Nelder-Mead simplex, and a local optimizer, the
Nelder-Mead simplex. It will be shown in section 7 that
for the calculation of the three wind components the
Nelder-Mead simplex converges to the same solution as
the evolutionary algorithm.

The wind components VWN,WBox1, VWN,WBox2,
VWN,WBox3, VWN,WBox4, VWE,WBox1, VWE,WBox2,
VWE,WBox3, VWE,WBox4 for the SCADS2 windbox sets
are estimated with the two optimizers. It will be demon-
strated in section 7 that for the starting values chosen
to be the ones provided by the tower, the Nelder-Mead
simplex does not converge to the same solution as the
concatenation of evolutionary algorithm and Nelder-
Mead simplex. The results obtained with the evolution-
ary algorithm/Nelder-Mead simplex and the SCADS2
approach closely resemble the results obtained with the
SCADS1 approach. Details are given in subsection 7.2.

7 Wind Components Estimation

The dependency of the estimated wind parameters on
the objective function and on the optimizer used are dis-
cussed in subsections 7.1 and 7.2 respectively.

7.1 Comparison of Objective Functions

The SCADS windbox maneuvers are flown at eight dif-
ferent airspeed variations see subsection 3.1. Four of
these maneuvers are flown twice. This leads to a total
of 12 windboxes, resulting in 12 sets of correction coeffi-
cients for the SCADS1 approach.

The values of the wind components VWN , VWE , and
VWD estimated to be constant during one windbox are
shown in figure 4 for each of the twelve windboxes. The
resulting wind speeds shown are obtained with the com-
bination of evolutionary algorithm and the Nelder-Mead
simplex optimizer. The displayed wind components
minimize the objective functions JV , Jh,V , and JP,α,β .It
can be seen from figure 4 that the differences between
the wind components estimated for each single run are
relatively small. The exact mean values and standard
deviations of the difference between the 12 wind com-
ponents estimated with JV , Jh,V , and JP,α,β listed in
table 1.
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Figure 4: Constant wind components estimated for the
12 windboxes, optimal regarding JV , Jh,V , and JPEC,α,β

In table 1 the difference between the 12 north wind
components, estimated with JV and concatenated to
the vector V (JV ), and the vector V (Jh,V ), containing
12 wind components estimated with Jh,V , is denoted
ΔVWN JV , Jh,V . The other five difference vectors are
determined and named accordingly. Their mean values
and standard deviations are listed below.

mean [kt] std [kt]
ΔVWN JV , Jh,V -0.20 0.84

JV ,JP,α,β 0.69 0.16
ΔVWE JV , Jh,V -0.64 0.67

JV ,JP,α,β -0.52 0.30
ΔVWD JV , Jh,V -0.19 0.65

JV ,JP,α,β 0.41 1.72

Table 1: Difference between wind components, derived
with different objective functions

The difference in wind speed is below the highest mea-
surement accuracy of the ADS, which amounts to a max-
imum error of 2 kt at airspeeds higher than 50 kt [11].

Two reasons lead to the use of different objective func-
tions: It is tested if similar wind components are esti-
mated independent of the objective function. The as-
sumption that any objective function implicitly weight-
ing the difference between reference values for dynamic
pressure and airflow angles will lead to similar estimated
wind components is verified. This strongly suggests that
the wind components found by the optimizer are indeed
the best approximation of the wind acting on the heli-
copter.

The second reason for testing and comparing differ-
ent objective functions is to test if including the altitude
difference explicitly in the objective functions will lead
to a better fit between reference altitude and noseboom
based altitude. As the first aim of showing that almost
the same wind is estimated independent of the objective
function is achieved, both the increase in difference be-
tween airspeed as well as the decrease in altitude will be
relatively small. The differences in airspeed ΔV /(n+ 1)
and altitude Δh/(n + 1) to the reference values at each
step of the optimization iteration is shown in figure 5
for the fifth SCADS windbox with Vlo =70 kt. The
differences ΔV and Δh are divided by the number of

measurements n+ 1 to allow for a clearer interpretation
of the data, independent of the number of measurements.
The fifth SCADS windbox is chosen since the differences
for the estimated wind components are largest for this
windbox, see figure 4.

Figure 5: Difference between reference and corrected
noseboom values at each simplex iteration for JV and
Jh,V

In the first subfigure, the difference in airspeed ΔV be-
tween reference data and corrected noseboom data in kt
is shown. In the second subfigure the difference in alti-
tude corresponding to each iteration step is displayed.
The optimization algorithm used is the Nelder-Mead
simplex optimizer. The decrease in altitude difference,
resulting from the use of Jh,V instead of JV amounts only
to 0.6 m and is accompanied by an increase in airspeed
difference of 0.6 kt. These relatively small alterations
in airspeed and altitude differences are due to the small
differences in wind speed components, derived with the
different objective functions. It has to be stressed that
the iteration for the runs with the maximum difference in
estimated wind speed components is displayed in figure
5. The remaining mean differences in speed and altitude
in figure 5 are below airspeed and GPS measurement
accuracies of 1 kt and 1.5 m respectively.

The wind estimated is almost independent of the ob-
jective functions used. Adding the altitude difference
explicitly to the weighted sum of the objective function
does only lead to a slight increase in the resulting differ-
ence in altitude. It is to be tested if the wind estimation
is independent of the optimizer used and if the local op-
timizer Nelder-Mead simplex finds the global optimum
when provided with a carefully chosen starting point.

7.2 Comparison of Optimizers

For the derivation of the SCADS1 as well as the cal-
culation of the SCADS2 correction coefficients, both
the simplex optimization routine and the evolutionary
algorithm described above are used. In figure 6, the
optimization iterations for the wind parameters VWN ,
VWE and VWD calculated via the SCADS1 approach for
the first windbox are displayed. In figure 7, the opti-
mization iterations for the wind parameters VWN,Wbox1,
VWE,Wbox1, the first two of the eight wind parameters
of the SCADS2 approach, applied to the first windbox
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set, are shown. The titles of each of the four subfig-
ures of the figures 6 and 7 list the final values obtained
with the applied optimizer in the unit kt. In the first
subfigures of the figures 6 and 7, the final point of the
evolutionary algorithm VEA,end which is the initial point
of the Nelder-Mead simplex algorithm Vfmin,0 is marked
with circles on each of the wind components to be opti-
mized. As mentioned, the evolutionary algorithm runs
100 iterations for the SCADS1 method (figure 6) and
200 iterations for the SCADS2 (figure 7) method.

Figure 6: Progress of wind estimation at each SCADS1
iteration step: Evolutionary algorithm (EA) and simplex
optimization for JV

Figure 7: Progress of wind estimation at each SCADS2
iteration step: Evolutionary algorithm (EA) and simplex
optimization for JV

The starting point for the Nelder-Mead simplex is
x0 = [4.85, 0, 0]′ kt. For the evolutionary algorithm,
the displayed value is the value of the best individual of
the respective generation. The starting point is hence
the best individual of the randomly chosen first genera-
tion. The first generation consists of 30 starting points,
individuals, which are randomly chosen within the fol-
lowing boundaries:

SCADS1: [10, 10, 1]′ ≥ xi,0 ≥ −[10, 10, 1]′, xi,0 ∈ �3,

SCADS2: 10[1] ≥ xi,0 ≥ −10[1], xi,0, 1 ∈ �8.

In the first subfigures displaying the hybrid optimiza-
tion, the difference between the wind components found

by the evolutionary algorithm VEA,end and the final so-
lution of the concatenation of the evolutionary algorithm
and the simplex optimizer VEA/fmin,end is smaller than
0.01 kt. The maximum difference between the values
found by the evolutionary algorithm does not exceed
0.5 kt for both methods. Although the change in wind
parameters due to the simplex optimizer is small, this
second step of the hybrid global optimizer evolutionary
algorithm/simplex does indeed slightly improve the pa-
rameters found with the evolutionary algorithm.

For SCADS1, both the simplex optimizer and the evolu-
tionary algorithm combined with a simplex optimization
yield wind components equal to each other within a
range of 0.03 kt. For all recorded 12 runs, the maximum
difference in horizontal components does not exceed
these values. The maximum difference in the downward
component does not exceed 0.2 kt. The simplex opti-
mization routine is able to find the same solution as the
evolutionary algorithm, if applied to find an optimum
dependent on three wind components from a starting
point x0 = [VWN,0, VWE,0, VWD,0] within 9 kt difference
to the final values VWN,end,SCADS1, VWE,end,SCADS1,
VWD,end,SCADS1.

If a combination of evolutionary algorithm and simplex
optimizer is used to derive the SCADS2 wind compo-
nents, the difference is less than 0.3 kt for all horizontal
components to the components found by the SCADS1
method. As example, the final values of the SCADS2
run are shown in figure 7. In the first subfigure of figure
7 it can be deduced from the genes (the wind compo-
nents) of the best individual of each iteration that the
evolutionary algorithm searches a considerably wider
variation of wind speeds than the simplex algorithm.
As only the best individual is displayed, the wind speed
components searched by the algorithm are likely to cover
an even wider range than shown here. The minimum
range of wind components searched has to be equal
to the displayed of the best individual, though, and is
thus considerably larger than the one considered by the
simplex algorithm. The smaller wind speed range in-
vestigated by the Nelder-Mead simplex results in the
algorithm getting stuck in local minima, when applied
to estimate eight wind parameters.

The difference in resulting wind components obtained
with the SCADS1 method with both optimizers are be-
low the measurement accuracy of the ADS of 2 kt. The
differences in the results obtained with the global hybrid
optimization with the SCADS2 method closely resemble
the results calculated with the SCADS1 method. This
strongly suggests that the derived wind components are
the best suitable parameters for the applied wind model
of the wind acting on the helicopter during the flight.
The noseboom correction coefficients are derived analyt-
ically from these wind components.

Differences in correction coefficients due to the differ-
ent objective functions are discussed in the following
section.
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8 Correction Coefficients

The pressure correction coefficients CP0 and CP1, ap-
pearing in equation (4), and the ones for the airflow an-
gles, CA0, CA1, CB0 and CB1, from equations (1) and
(2), are derived via estimated wind speed. The results
obtained with the SCADS1 method and the three dif-
ferent objective functions are presented in subsection
8.1. For all tower flybys, wind measurements from an
anemometer near the airport tower are available. As the
tower flybys are flown under calm weather condition at
an altitude of only 10 m over the runway surface, the
measured wind should be a good estimate of the actual
wind acting on the helicopter. Corrected noseboom air-
speed, corrected with correction coefficients calculated
with estimated wind, is compared to airspeed derived
with measured wind in subsection 8.2.

8.1 Coefficients Derived with Estimated Wind

The mean values are displayed in table 2 for JV , Jh,V
and JP,α,β . The standard deviations of these results are
discussed in detail in [5].

CP0 CP1 CA0 CA1 CB0 CB1

[Pa] [-] [rad] [-] [rad] [-]
JV 60.87 .1405 .0154 .7614 -.0205 .7730
Jh,V 80.18 .1144 .0132 .7585 -.0226 .7829
JP,α,β 74.87 .1302 .0252 .7527 -.0196 .7782

Table 2: SCADS mean values, derived with different ob-
jective functions

From the little difference in wind components it is ex-
pected that the correction coefficients resemble each
other. This is true for the airflow correction coefficients:
The mean values for the airflow correction multiplica-
tion coefficients CA1 and CB1 differ by less than 1.3%
of the respective minimum value for all three objective
functions. The absolute difference in offsets in the bias
coefficients CA0 and CB0 is less than 0.7◦ and 0.2◦, re-
spectively.

However, although the difference in wind components
is smaller than the measurement accuracy of the ADS,
the mean values of the pressure correction coefficients
derived for JV differ by 30% from the mean values of
Jh,V and by 23% from the mean values of JP,α,β . To be
able to judge the reason for these differences in the de-
termined pressure correction coefficients, their influence
on the resulting airspeed is investigated. The constant
bias CP0 can be identified best by using low velocities
resulting in pressure measurement around 0 Pa, whereas
the influence of the scale correction factor CP1 becomes
more pronounced at higher speeds. This can be deduced
from equation (5) relating the correction coefficients CP0

and CP1, the measured and the corrected noseboom dy-
namic pressures Pdi and Pd,NB . The dynamic pressure
measured during the SCADS windbox flight tests varies
from 50 Pa to 1500 Pa. The airspeed can be calculated
based on equation (14). Therefore, with the air density
set to ρ = 1.225 kg/m3, the difference in airspeed, based
on the measured pressure of Pdi = 50 Pa and the mean

pressure correction coefficients from table 2, is calculated
as:

ΔV50 = V50,NB,JV
- V50,NB,Jh,V

= 27.34 kt - 29.45 kt = -2.08 kt.

This difference is an acceptable value for low airspeeds
which are inherently difficult to measure. For the ADS,
the measurement accuracy in this range is supposed to
be 10 kt according to [11]. The speed difference decreases
with increasing airspeed. The difference for a measured
pressure of Pdi = 1500 Pa is:

ΔV1500 = V1500,NB,JV
- V1500,NB,Jh,V

= 106.44 kt - 105.69 kt = 0.76 kt.

This difference in airspeed due to the difference in cor-
rection coefficients is smaller than the ADS measurement
accuracy. By increasing the influence of the height dif-
ference on the wind estimation, the airspeed accuracy is
only slightly decreased within the range of 30 to 110 kt.
The reference airspeed of the first windbox with air-
speeds between 80 and 100 kt, derived from DGPS and
estimated wind and denoted DGPS, is depicted in figure
8. The ADS airspeed and the noseboom airspeed, cor-
rected with the correction coefficients listed for JV and
Jh,V in table 2, are displayed as well.

Figure 8: 1st windbox, 80 to 100 kt, reference airspeed
(DGPS and estimated wind), ADS and noseboom air-
speed, correction coefficients derived from JV and Jh,V

The maximum difference here between the two differ-
ently corrected noseboom airspeeds is 0.31 kt and the
mean deviation is 0.061 kt. The mean value of the differ-
ence between the airspeed and the corrected noseboom
value is 0.60 kt and its standard deviation is 1.37 kt.
Both correction sets, the one for JV as well as the one
for Jh,V , thus lead to a good fit to the ADS data. The
peaks of up to 6 kt difference to the reference data from
GPS and estimated wind are due to wind gusts which
are not modeled with the constant wind model.

In figure 9 the difference of the ADS and the two cor-
rected noseboom airspeeds to the reference airspeed is
shown. Their respective mean difference to the refer-
ence airspeed is displayed in the subfigure titles. As
almost no difference is calculated in the airspeed range
of the first windbox based on the difference in correc-
tion factors from table 2, the altitude difference will not
be decreased considerably by using the correction coef-
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ficients obtained with the objective function Jh,V .The
resulting altitude of the first windbox is shown in figure
10. In the second and the third subfigures the difference
between the reference altitude and the altitude based on
the corrected noseboom data is shown.

Figure 9: 1st windbox, difference to reference airspeed
of ADS and noseboom airspeed, correction coefficients
derived from JV and Jh,V

Figure 10: 1st windbox 80 to 100 kt, reference altitude
(DGPS and estimated wind), ADS and noseboom alti-
tude, correction coefficients derived from JV and Jh,V

Figure 11: 1st windbox, difference to reference altitude
of ADS and noseboom altitude, correction coefficients
derived from JV and Jh,V

In the first subfigure of figure 11 the difference between
the reference altitude and the altitude derived based on

the ADS pressure is shown. The improvement due to the
use of the objective function Jh,V is close to the DGPS
measurement accuracy and below the measurement ac-
curacy of the INS/GPS system. The ADS airspeed is a
good fit to the reference airspeed based on the estimated
wind for airspeeds above 40 kt, figure 8 and figure 9.

At airspeeds below 30 kt the rotor downwash negatively
influences the ADS measurement, figure 12.

Figure 12: 4th windbox 20 to 40 kt, reference airspeed
(DGPS and estimated wind), ADS and noseboom air-
speed, correction coefficients derived from JV and Jh,V

In the first subfigure of figure 13 the difference between
reference airspeed and ADS airspeed is displayed. In the
second and the third subfigure the noseboom data cor-
rected with JV and the noseboom data corrected with
Jh,V are depicted.

Figure 13: 4th windbox, difference to reference airspeed
of ADS and noseboom airspeed, correction coefficients
derived from JV and Jh,V

Considering the differences ΔV1500 and ΔV50, the dif-
ference between the airspeeds VNB,JV

and VNB,Jh,V
is

more pronounced at lower airspeeds, which corresponds
to the difference in mean values in the figures 9 and 13.
Applying the objective function JV leads to a smaller
difference to the reference airspeed at lower airspeeds
and only to a slight increase in altitude error.

In [5] it is discussed in detail, that for the airspeed
range flown in the SCADS windboxes, the values CP0

and CP1 are linearly dependent on each other. The bias
correction coefficient CP0 decreases with increasing CP1.
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The same trend can be seen in table 2. If the bias cor-
rection coefficient is fixed to the value CP0 = 60.87 Pa
derived with the objective function JV , the following
multiplication correction coefficients are derived with
the three objective functions:

CP1(JV ) = .1406,
CP1(Jh,V ) = .1412,
CP1(JP,α,β) = .1527.

The difference between the factors (1 + CP1(JV )) and
(1 + CP1(JP,α,β)) with which the dynamic pressure is
multiplied to calculate the corrected noseboom airspeed
amounts to 1%. Hence, the accuracy loss due to differ-
ences in correction factors is for the high airspeed range
smaller than 1.5 kt for all airspeeds below 150 kt if the
bias correction coefficient is fixed.

Apparently, the linear dependency between CP0 and
CP1 for the SCADS1 approach was caused by too little
airspeed variation within the windbox. Therefore it is
tested if a method taking into account a wider range of
airspeeds, i.e. more information than can be provided
by the windbox maneuvers, can narrow the variance in
both coefficients.

As was mentioned before, the bias CP0 has to deter-
mined at low airspeeds. Therefore, the coefficients de-
rived using estimated wind and SCADS windboxes are
tested against measured wind and tower flybys varying
from 5 to 80 kt. A comparison between mean values of
differences between reference and corrected noseboom
data for four SCADS windboxes and the three faster
pace car runs is shown in table 3.

Windbox Vlo 80 kt 60 kt 40 kt 20 kt
[kt] [kt] [kt] [kt]

ΔVTAS JV 0.98 0.66 1.85 0.00
ΔVTAS Jh,V 1.29 0.75 2.36 1.51

Flyby Vconst 16.2 kt 21.6 kt 27.1 kt
[kt] [kt] [kt]

ΔVTAS JV 1.16 1.75 1.94
ΔVTAS Jh,V 4.27 4.27 2.52

Table 3: Mean differences between reference and nose-
boom airspeed for different maneuvers and different ob-
jective functions

The reference airspeed is calculated with DGPS and es-
timated wind for the four SCADS windboxes. The ref-
erence airspeed is calculated with DGPS and measured
wind for the three tower flybys. The two sets of cal-
ibration results, based on the objective functions JV
and Jh,V show good fits for the windboxes with nom-
inal speeds from 20 to 90 kt and a maximum speed of
110 kt. The values of the SCADS1 JV set show smaller
differences when applied at low airspeed i.e. 16.2 kt to
30 kt, though. Apparently, the bias value CP0(JV ) is a
good fit for low velocities as well.

8.2 Coefficients Tested Using Measured Wind

The wind measured during tower flyby tests by an
anemometer mounted near the airport tower has to

be subtracted from the measured ground speed of the
helicopter. In [5] it is demonstrated that correction co-
efficients derived from measured wind agree relatively
well with correction coefficients derived from estimated
wind. Here, the measured wind is only used to validate
the correction coefficients derived via estimated wind.

The correction coefficients obtained with Jh,V lead to
an increased difference in airspeed for the lower air-
speeds, as was shown in table 3. It is to be tested if
the difference in height to the reference data can be
decreased by using this function as a compensation for
the loss in airspeed accurateness. Figure 14 shows the
application of the correction parameters to data from a
deceleration tower flyby.

Figure 14: Deceleration tower flyby 20 to 80 kt, reference
(DGPS and measured wind), ADS and noseboom air-
speed and altitude, correction coefficients derived from
JV and Jh,V

The reference airspeed is GPS ground speed subtracted
by measured wind. At airspeeds higher than 60 kt, the
GPS based airspeed and the ADS measurements agree
well. The differences between air data system and ref-
erence airspeed increase considerably for airspeeds lower
than 60 kt.

For all airspeeds below 60 kt, noseboom airspeed pro-
vides the only reliable, online-available airspeed data.
Moreover, figure 14 shows that the difference to the ref-
erence speed is smaller at lower airspeed if the noseboom
is corrected with values derived with JV as objective
function. It has to be determined down to which air-
speed valid noseboom data can be obtained. For this
purpose, the low speed pace car flight tests are under-
taken.

The pace car flybys were used to identify the lowest
speed at which valid noseboom measurements are still
available. Figure 15 shows the resulting dynamic pres-
sures and velocities for the third pace car run at 20 km/h
(10.4 kt) and figure 16 for the fourth run at 30 km/h
(16.2 kt).

The noseboom measurements are corrected with the
mean values derived with coefficients from wind esti-
mated by optimizing JV and by optimizing Jh,V . When
the air data measurement system, mounted below the
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helicopter, is corrupted by rotor downwash, the dynamic
pressure measurements become negative. For this case,
a velocity of zero is indicated by the air data system.
The corrected noseboom dynamic pressure is close to
zero, but not negative. Still, as the downwash influences
the noseboom measurement, too, these measurements at
an airspeed of 10.8 kt are very noisy.

Figure 15: Pace car flyby 10.3 kt, reference (DGPS and
measured wind), ADS and noseboom dynamic pressure
and airspeed, correction coefficients derived from JV and
Jh,V , invalid noseboom measurement

Figure 16: Pace car flyby 16.2 kt, reference (DGPS and
measured wind), ADS and noseboom dynamic pressure
and airspeed, correction coefficients derived from JV and
Jh,V , valid noseboom measurement

At 16.2 kt, depicted in figure 16, it can be seen that the
airspeed of the noseboom, corrected with the values ob-
tained with the objective function JV , is a good match to
the reference airspeed. The values of the objective func-
tion Jh,V show larger deviation to the reference airspeed.

The overall discrepancies to the reference height are
slightly smaller if the correction set Jh,V is used: the
overall mean values of the difference to DGPS values
for the last three runs is 0.17 m instead of 1.48 m, see
figure 17. As the airspeed correction is considerably
better with the parameters obtained with JV with a rel-
ative small difference to the reference height data, this
parameter set is chosen as the correction parameters.

Figure 17: Altitude at pace car flyby, 1st subfigure: air-
speed 16.2 kt, 2nd subfigure: airspeed 21.6 kt

It has to be stressed that at the airspeed of 16.2 kt the
pitot tube of the basic ADS is still influenced by rotor
downwash and yields negative, invalid dynamic pressure
and no airspeed. On the other hand, measured dynamic
pressure corrected with the JV values gives a good fit of
noseboom speed to reference airspeed.

9 Conclusion

The SCADS (Simultaneous Calibration of Air Data Sys-
tems) technique has been used to dynamically calibrate
the noseboom measurements of the EC135 FHS of DLR.
Both the pressure measurements from the pitot system
and the airflow angle values from the airflow vanes are
calibrated with estimated wind.

In the absence of measured wind to validate the esti-
mations, they are carried out with three different ob-
jective function and two optimizers. The first objective
function JV weights the difference between reference
and noseboom airspeed components. The second ob-
jective function Jh,V additionally weights the altitude
difference. The third function JP,α,β directly uses the
dynamic pressure and airflow measurements. The results
show that:

- the mean difference in estimated wind components
as a result of different objective functions is smaller
than 0.7 kt for all wind components

- the maximal difference due to the difference be-
tween local and global optimizer is smaller than
0.03 kt for the two horizontal and 0.2 kt for the
vertical wind component

The estimated wind is thus deemed the best possible fit
for the applied wind model of the wind acting on the
helicopter. Therefore, it can be further concluded that:

- optimizing the sensor correction coefficients with
reference to JV leads to good matches both to the
reference airspeed as well as to the reference height

The calculated signals, derived with the identified cor-
rection terms, provide the desired accuracy and widen
the range in which airspeed can be detected via dynamic
pressure measurements from the measurement range of
30 to 110 kt to 16.2 to 110 kt.
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